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I. Introduction 

In the era of increasing development of the specialized insurance companies, there are many clients who refer to 

such companies to buy insurance or to receive related compensations. In this process, amount of compensation 

for loss is among the prevailed challenge between insurer and insured. Experimentally, most of the insured are 

not satisfied from the policy and amount of compensation. Due to prevalence of the car insurance, car insured 

are dissatisfied more than other insured. Studying the sue cases related to compensation payments and frequency 

of the insured referring to the courts indicate that the main reason of dissatisfaction is that insurance companies 

determine policy and amount of compensation themselves. They may, however, make a serious threat for 

injured. One the key question which insured ask frequently is why determining policy and amount of 

compensation is among the responsibilities of insurers. Why an insurance company, as one party of an insurance 

contract, unilaterally is allowed to do initial evaluation, to issue the insurance, to evaluate correspondence of an 

accident with insurance terms and conditions and finally, to accept or reject or likely, evaluate paying 

compensation?  

This paper deals with the current policy of compensation and focuses on necessity of establishing arbitration 

institutions independent from insurance companies themselves, in order to restitution of insured rights and to 

guarantee execution of contract terms and conditions.  

II. Necessity of a neutral arbitration for execution of insurance contracts 

The situation of current policy for determination policy and amount of compensation is similar to a football 

game in which one team plays the role of the referee of the game and decides and whistles for breaches, 

penalties and policy of compensations for injured players. In such situation, not only the rule of the game and 

their execution are unfair and biased, but also, socially, it is useless play which is full of tensions. In fact, one 

cannot expect a fair play with satisfaction of two teams. This simile not only indicates the serious treatment of 

the current policy, but also it emphasizes on the necessity of a neutral arbitration to determine compensation 

amount and to execute the content of insurance contracts. 

III. Prospective abuse of insured with no insurance knowledge 

In some cases, insurer's negative answer to insured's asking for compensation is result of the insurance faults 

and, although, insurer has provided insurance and has issues it directly or via its agents, after examining amount 

of compensation it declare that insurance has been not provided in accordance with conditions and situation of 

the insured and … and thus, not only they do not help the injured insured, but also the insured, who does not 

aware of insurance rules and conditions, is recognized liable for such situation. It seems that such inference is 

not acceptable, because although they may accuse the insured for unawareness of insurance rules, it is not 

acceptable that insurers themselves were unaware too and they have erroneously issued a faulty or imperfect 

insurance. Clearly, insurer has exacerbated unawareness of the insured and has abused them in order to get the 

premium, and the insurer definitely knows that it will not accept liability of loss resulted from a faulty 

insurance. Such behavior is not acceptable because it breaches the Principle of Good Faith. 

Therefore, when insurance companies themselves do all the jobs, from issuing to evaluation of compensation, is 

it not possible the insurers abuse insured's unawareness of insurance rules if they issue the insurance and 

determine compensation in a way that their profits would be kept rather than examining the facts? Absolutely, it 

cannot be denied and experiences have showed such problems in the insurance industry.  The problems which 

have resulted from exclusive cooperation of government with this industry and lack of paying attention to 

customer-centre issues, so the necessity of supporting insured's rights becomes more important. 

IV. Legal ways to restitute rights of injured   

Considering the insured's unawareness of insurance rules, and because insurance companies do all the jobs 

themselves, from issuing to evaluation of compensation, which ways have been predicted in for defending the 

rights of insured? 
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Before answering this question, it should be noted that in accordance with Article 34 of the Constitutional Law 

of Islamic Republic of Iran, the first solution is to refer to the competent judicial authorities. However, this is 

not the best solution, because the development of insurance industry has resulted in a separated specialty to deal 

with all issues and related affairs and it will be a problem when the judicial authorities cannot interpret the 

insurance rules. After all, judicial process is a formalistic, time consuming and costly process, so it is not in 

coincidence with the condition of injured, even delay for payment of compensation may have worse 

consequences than amount of compensation itself. 

On the other hand, in such situation that all conditions have set for keeping the profits of the insurers, can 

injured people be hopeful for a precise and relatively, fast dissolving of the conflicts? A part of the answer can 

be found in section of General Conditions in many kinds of insurances. When we review the insurance text we 

can observe following cases: 

1- Specific Conditions, written on the first page(s) of the insurance contract 

2- General Conditions, as already printed forms which are attached to Specific Conditions or they are 

included behind the insurance contract. 

3- The rules and acts of the Supreme Council of Insurance dominated on the conditions of issued 

insurances.  

In section of General Conditions of many insurance contracts it is pointed to a principle that is the saver of the 

insured against the monopolization of insurers in the evaluation policy for compensations. This certain principle, 

which is an adaptation of the Adjuster institution in Common Law systems, has been supported tacitly by the 

respectful legislator as Arbitration in the 7th chapter of the Principles of Litigation Civil. Although, this legal 

institution has not been explicitly defined in the insurance contracts, it can be reached from the available norms, 

general rules and even articles of association of the insurance company as a binding implied term beside all 

other conditions of the insurance contract. Although Iran insurance industry disregard the development and 

promotion of this key principle, in European countries, as the main founders of the insurance industry, along 

with increasing development of this industry, arbitration gains higher position through the establishment of 

schools, colleges, companies and institutions for arbitration services, so that the referee(s),  acceptable to both 

parties (natural or legal person), have been determined with arbitration terms at the time of concluding the 

contracts and before raising prospective conflicts. When insurance contracts determine such necessary 

conditions, there is no limitation for two parties to determine other conditions such as duration of arbitration 

process, the way of notification, domain of referees' authorities, binding or consulting arbitration, the number of 

referees and the way of their selection. 

V. An institutional solution for defending the insured rights 

Considering the unilateral rules of compensation evaluation, complexity of the insurance conditions, and 

significance of the fast aggregation and paying compensation to the insured, developing an arbitration institution 

is so important. Regarding the value of arbitration for our legal system it is better unaware insured use this 

arbitration institution via their legal consultants in order to gain the final vote of the referees and immediately 

execute it during 20 days after date of notification. Precise selecting of referees and setting the proper arbitration 

contracts prevent an unfair compensation proceeding which disregard content of the insurance contracts. On the 

other hand, a fair result will be achieved as least time and cost as possible. Furthermore, by referring confliction 

case to the arbitration, insured can get rid of the rules breaches the national rules which may distress insured for 

gaining compensation. The order of referee selection, in unpredicted cases is so that both insured and insurer 

select a referee and those referees select a head referee and this board, including 3 members deal with 

confliction proceeding.  

Disregarding the problems related to unilateral evaluation and proceeding compensation, it can be observed that 

in some cases, even arbitration can restitute insured rights. Because the vote of arbitration is on the basis of 

Good Faith Principle, respect and validity of two parties who are liable to their commitments, and if one party 

does not obey the arbitration vote, the vote execute by judicial proceeding. Although it is usually a shorter path, 

time consuming is again profitable for insurers. On the other hand, it is observed that because of the lack of a 

systematic use of this legal institution in the insurance industry of the country there is no fixed and regular way 

and since persons who make reference are usually managers of the insurance companies are deprived from 

enough legal knowledge, this institution may be often afflicted with personal mistakes during the process of the 

confliction referenced by the insurance companies, or in some cases in which referees' vote is against the 

insurance companies may get them angry and thus, they will never make a reference for next conflictions which 

will make some problems for referees and also deprive the insurance industry from the experiences of these 

brave referees.  
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VI. Discussion & Final words 

Establishing private insurance companies and their competition for satisfying customers in recent years, it is 

observed that positive movements is being done private insurance companies for improvement and development 

of position of this institute in insurance industry of the country and demands to establish a special court. Of 

course, considering trusteeship of the Iran Central Insurance Company for development and amendment of the 

insurance culture of the country, supervising the operation of the insurance companies and defending insured 

rights in accordance with Article 1st and clause 7th of the 5th article of the regulations for establishment of Iran 

Central Insurance Company, ratified in year 1971, no action certainly results in an optimal achievement without 

an organized intervention and planning this insurance institution.  Thus, we hope that supporting this legal 

institution may result in saving the certain insurance principles which are respectful and acceptable in all 

countries and its culture will be developed.        
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